


Achieving the steps is a priority if fat loss is your goal. 

Your step target is 10,000-15,000 steps daily. 

This is 10-15k steps of movement, NOT “power walking” although sometimes
you may need to walk faster to increase your count. 

In order to achieve your steps, you don't have to do it all in one go. Break it up.
Here are some ways to get your steps in throughout the day.

1. Take the stairs
At work, at the shops, at the train station, anywhere. 

2. Take a moving break
Throughout the day, yes even at work, take 10-15-minute walk breaks around the
block/office/house. Not only will you get your steps in, but you may feel more
focused at work. 

3. Get a treadmill desk
Check with your company to see if they provide treadmill desks (yes, it’s a thing)
for employees. Walking while you’re typing takes some getting used to, but it’s
worth it.

4. Park farther away
Every couple hundred steps of walking to or from your car adds up quickly. 
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5. Take the long way
When you’re at work and need to go to the toilet, skip the closest one and take a
detour. Hit the stairs and use one on a different floor, or just take the longest
route there. The same goes for doing errands (on foot) or strolling to a friend’s
house.

6. Take a post-meal walk
Put your shoes on after you put down your fork. Taking a 15-minute walk after
dinner can help you digest your meal faster, too.

7. Get off the bus or train one (or two) stops early
Two birds, one stone: You’ll help reduce carbon emissions and do your body
good at the same time.

8. Play with your kids
Hide-and-seek can run up steps alone!

9. Walk and talk
Take your business calls on-the-go, or skip the conference room and have
walking meetings with your colleagues.

10. Take TV walk breaks
The next time you're watching TV, during the ads, stand up and march in place
or walk around the house.
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Get into a routine - Going to bed and getting up at regular times, yes, even
at the weekend – can help your body’s internal clock to get used to a set
routine. Pick a schedule that works for you and stick to it as it will help to
regulate your body clock. 

Avoid caffeine and alcohol - avoid consuming anything containing caffeine –
including tea, coffee, energy drinks and Coke – for 4–6 hours before going to
bed. About half the caffeine you take in at 7pm will still be in your system at
11pm. Drinking alcohol before going to bed may help you to get to sleep at
first, but it has a negative effect on the quality of sleep you get. Avoid
drinking it just before going to bed.

Exercise time - Exercise in the morning or afternoon instead of late at night.

Mobile phones - Charge your mobile phone, tablet, or laptop outside the
bedroom or keep them on airplane mode. Many devices emit light even
when they’re off, and you may be tempted to check them at night if you
keep them near your bed.
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